[Age characteristics of glycolipid distribution in rat tissues depending on the functional state of the thyroid gland].
Distribution of the content of cerebrosides in the rat tissues is established to be nonuniform for the series brain greater than spleen greater than lungs greater than liver greater than kidneys greater than heart greater than muscles. In the new born animals only traces of cerebrosides and considerable amounts of gangliosides are found. In the process of the morphological and functional maturing all the tissues get enriched by cerebrosides (till 45 days) and gangliosides (by 15 days) with their content decrease in certain tissues in the process of ageing. Experimental hypothyrosis is accompanied by a fall of the total content and a decrease in the amount of hormonal iodine in the tissues, the decrease being more significant in young animals. The age dynamics of the glycolipid content inthe tissues is maintained, but their highest accumulation is delayed and does not reach the maximum characteristics of the intact animals.